
“The way we do things  

around here.” 
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HOW DO YOU REACT 
when the images in front of you  

don’t match the images in your head?



endring



Those who deal best with CHANGE are:

OPEN
CURIOUS

BRAVE



BRAVE
Coraggio

Cor = Hjerte



“you can trust me” 



It takes 20 years  

to build up a reputation  

and 5 minutes to ruin it.  

If you think about that,  

you’ll do things differently.

Warren Buffet



We are hardwired to  

look for the negative  
before the positive



We are hardwired to  

look for the negative  
before the positive

100 REASONS WHY IT WON’T WORK

PROBLEMS
dangers limitationsbarriers



A beach in NORWAY



CHALLENGE  

the images in your head



THE WORLD  
FAST!!is changing



It takes time to change

On average, it takes 66 days  

for a habit to become automatic



new benchmarks





“Are we connected?”

“Are we safe?”

“Do we share a future together?”



tillit





Ærlighet 

Integritet 

Mot 

Tilstede 

VelviljeVelviljeBenevolence

Honesty 

Integrity 

Courage 

Responsiveness 

Benevolence

TILLIT

ÆrlighetHonesty



“Are we connected?”
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Our brains are wired for connection



NORDIC NEED FOR SPACE
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A Bus Stop in FinlandMIND THE GAP



Would you lie in court 
to help your friend?
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Percentage of respondents who said they would probably NOT lie in court
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Behind the behaviour  

there is often a 

POSITIVE INTENTION



RULES



everything is negotiable 
“for you, my friend”



  
from Latin 

“TO LOOK AGAIN”

SPECTRE:
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RE:SPECT - LOOK AGAIN



TROVERDIG

GRÜNDERSJEL

OMSORG



“Are we connected?”

“Are we safe?”





Kryptonite



sårbarhet
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  100

Managers should have precise answers to  

most of the questions people ask them about their work
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Arthur Aron

Professor of Psychology


State University of New York


“Four minutes of eye contact brings 
people closer than anything else”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7XhrXUoD6U&t=8s 



Velvilje

Benevolence



LOVE
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Jack Ma
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To gain success  
a person will need  

high EQ …



The IQ of LOVELOVE



what does “love” look  
like in business?





Oxytocin

The LOVE Hormone



what does “love” look  
like in business?



I LOVE OLE!



Oxytocin

The LOVE Hormone



customers don’t just buy  
WHAT you are,  

they also buy WHO you are



“Do we share a 
future together?”



Den som har et HVORFOR, 
kan holde ut nesten hvilket 
som helst HVORDAN.

Friedrich Nietzsche



Pellegrino Riccardi

“you can trust me”


